Non-Surgical Fat and Cellulite reduction
Cavitation, or Non surgical Laser Lipo, is a revolutionary treatment for the removal of excess fatty tissue in areas
that are normally resistant to dieting and physical exercise.
The treatment uses an ultrasound cavitation effect, to create
thousands of micro air bubbles around the lipocyte (fat cell)
membranes.
The ultrasonic waves penetrate deep into the subcutaneous
fat and this non-invasive treatment just melts away fat from
those stubborn areas.
The fat deposits are simply absorbed by the liver and
disposed of naturally.
It is a great way to sculpt your body in a series of treatments
that will reduce centimeters and give you great results.
The aim is to permanently remove unwanted fat in selected problem areas.

How it works
By means of a very specific resonant frequency, the bubbles will cause pressure around the fat cells. When the
pressure reaches the right tension against the lipocytes (fat cell), the lipocyte's membrane will break up instantly.
The low frequency Ultra Sound technology allows a predetermined amount of energy to be focused onto the
subcutaneous adipose tissue.
As the ultra sonic waves converge towards the targeted area, they cumulate at a certain point and produce the so
called cavitation effect leading to the mechanical breaking of the cellular membranes and the release in the inter
cellular fluid of the stored Triglycerides which are rapidly metabolised.
The broken lipocytes will then be absorbed and metabolized out of the human body by the lymphatic system.
Each treatment is a 20 minute session with no pain, no cuts and amazing results.
The number of treatments required is determined by how much fat needs to be taken off.
Clients are measured before and after every treatment, and fat loss is visible within the first 5 sessions.
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This technological system is very selective as only the adipose tissue is being targeted and no other tissue is
altered in the process.

CAVITATION

Ultrasound energy waves creating micro air bubbles amongst the lypocite dissolving fatty tissue for effective body
sculpting.

Treatable Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stomach & Waist line
Hips, Buttocks and Thighs
Legs and Knees
Lower back
Love handles
Male breasts
Fat pockets
Arms

What’s your goal?
Before you start the treatment, please keep in mind that a consultation and proper evaluation by a non-surgical
Therapist is always needed.
During the first consultation your goals will be set. How many centimeters you expect to lose in which areas of
your body will also be discussed.
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Health warning
People with serious diseases are asked to please take caution and discuss the effect that the treatment might
have on their health with their physician.
People are considered non-candidates if they have cancer, are epileptic, have recently been through surgery,
have Hepatitis C, have kidney disease of any kind, are menstruating, pregnant or nursing.
Other health risks include hormone treatment, heart disease, high blood
pressure, diabetes, skin diseases and bleeding disorders.
Please ensure that you wear underwear to the session.
It is important to drink plenty of water both before and after the treatment. This helps to flush out unwanted fat
cells and also acts as a conductor for the ultrasound cavitation.

FAQ’s
Q: What results can I expect?
A: Clients lose an average of 2 cm’s per treatment, but results may vary with different tissue structure, treatment
area, age, metabolism, medications, and changes in hormones. Proper diet and increased physical activity will
certainly improve and help to maintain these astonishing results.

Q: How often can I have treatments?
A: Treatments can only be done every alternative day. Treat one area of concern at a time for best results.

Q: Is it safe?
A: Safety is very important and there have been extensive clinical trials to endorse the safety and effectiveness of
the ultrasound cavitation treatment.

Q: How is this treatment done?
A: To start, on the day of your treatment, measurements are taken and recorded on your chart. Then the
therapist will use the ultrasound heads on the area for up to 20 minutes.
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Q: How does treatment work?
A: Gentle ultrasound waves can be heard ’singing’ at a special frequency to remove fat cells permanently. Once
removed, these cells will not regrow. When treating for fat volume reduction, ultrasound waves painlessly disrupt
the walls of cells containing fat found below the skin within the subcutaneous fat layer, while other tissues such
as blood vessels and nerves are unharmed. As fat cells are not able to multiply, once removed, they will not
return, helping to maintain a long-term fat reduction. This is similar to removal of fat by surgical liposuction, but
in this case 100% non-invasively.

Q: Will the effect be long-lasting?
A: The fat cells treated with ultrasound cavitation will not return or regrow, so that is a permanent effect.
However, the length of time that the body shaping will last for is completely in your hands. How much you eat
and how much exercise you take will also affect your long-term body shape.

What other non-surgical treatments do we offer:
•

Ultrasonic Cavitation

Fat and Cellulite reduction

•

Bipolar and Tripolar RF

Anti-ageing, Wrinkle reduction and Skin tightening

•

IPL – Intense Pulsed Light

Visible reduction of Acne, Spider Veins and Pigmentation,
Skin rejuvenation and Hair removal (including dark skin)

•

Teeth Whitening

Teeth Whitening as well as Bad breath treatment

Find out more:
•

Cavitation:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=544oDmiWq-E&feature=youtu.be
http://youtu.be/gYNRe8YojDc

•

Melting pork fat:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKC_9tk0suI

•

Radio Frequency:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=459xCPxanvk

•

IPL Hair removal:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip9XoVBxpXo

•

How the skin ages:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Qs6INtqe_8

•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Pac45JC8rA&list=FL1mSOyTTeeth Whitening
zmckan5Y4gfBeaQ&feature=mh_lolz
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